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supplemental report should be cOmplefed andprovided. A copy of this email correspondence 

is attached as Appendix "C", 

PART II - 	•NiATTERs_ily ISSUE 

This Report considers four issues summarized in the following headings, based on the 

mutes reproduced at Appendix A 

..79Viieh 'documents were produced as regti sive tnitite,t 

terms supplied on January 8, 2015?  

:46t of seam!' 

 

   

The following table contains filenames and descriptions of each of thoae deem:dints, 

together with an indication of Which search term the documents were responsive to: 
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(b) 
	

What: toted number lilts Vvitoilifribave resulted :titan the :Second set of 

search terms, had dedunliCation filters not :been Opined to -exeluite: from 

production and rei'iew those items that had tea' 	cep .prOdUcedin resooltpe to 

:thefirSt set of search terms?  

I requested that Wayne Doney of Digital Evidence Intern:40V air*forni 	 this analysis: 

On Mareh 26, 2015 Mr..Doney advised me that he had done sOiaid"&fthe total number of hits 

reported by the forensic software on these search terms prior to dedtiplication, as follows: 

patterns 	at 	Minna 
International 	Airport 	for 
2012. 

, - 

6. As ts.evident trom our Principal RePort, tiatia 
	

deorponts Were judged to °he 

ifelOantor to contain Catalyst Confidential Information: 

7. in addition to these 	docubents, IA/4'r** supplied with 'a further .pst file 

containing a total of 233 additional entails, ail of Which. were reviewed. None of the emaila 

relatedtO ,yse's work at Catalyst, with the likely exOeptionorriturveiOlia0trithatie "Goo& 

Alerts" ernails which alert the subscriber to the appearance in the.n.4*.s media. of a corporate 

search term. Terms which Moyse appears to have subscribed to 'tisii '-'0: 

which appear to relate to, his work for Catalyst include 1-1,Cr.tn'AviS, Thirope'ar,. • • 	- 

and Whole Foods. 
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described below in response-  to '-questiCa4 (6). and (d),  Ihere ore several factors . 	. 
which account for the divergence between these initial-"hit counts". and the ultimate. nutriber 

of unique documents Produced for our review, 

(c) 	Exnlain the variance betweola the total number':' of hits resuttine  

initial search terms related to WIND Mobile and, "Pelf/feet Turbine",  

number of total documents produced for our review.  

10. 	On. December 23, 2014, after MoYse's  devices 11#d. een supplied. and't etearch 

had begun to be run, I was advised by the forensic expert of the initial "hit count" reported in 

apect of the:hill list of search terms. 'Fhis raw "hit count" included all instances of data 
• 

resident on the hard drive of the computer in which the four characters "WIND" or the seven 

characters "TURBINE" appeared, whether or not contained in a contiguous file, or a user-

_ readable  file. This is an "ordinary' ocourrente, and . generally results in the need to make 

choices to limit the documents 	. roditged ttron  gli a 'variety of filters. In this case, 

multiple filtering techniques wer6. 	 dent on the search term, as described in our 





.above are the reasons for the divergence between the initial 

final number of documents produced. 
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format' resiionsive to "WIND", this figure would not include e-mail messages 

btit*.i.n-ing that sequence of characters. The set of characters "WIND" also is a 

co 	neat.pf other English worts,, .which likewise would have been produced for our 

rnariaal review. We did manually review substantial volumes of email, much of which 

was (as noted our earlier ,report) itself duplkatiVe because Mr. Wyse appears to 

have structured his email accounts in such a fashion as to .create multiple backup 

folders of the same items, and> evaluated each such. Message .to  cletennhie. whether it 
- 	. 

WAS producible under the Protocol. 

„ 	. 
Post 2007 Microsoft Office 	Fraginantittion. Finally; Mr. Doney has 

wised that more recent versions of Microsoft Office (from the 2007.60ion fOrward) 

erriPlOy a .  new file management method that also 'generates additiotial hit _figures. 

These-dtheurnents are those which utilize the file extensions.  ".xlsx", ".docx", 

etc., as opposed to the former extensions "-Xis", "-.4oe; ''.ppt" for Excel, WOrd. and 

PoWerPaitt dOcinents'respectively; liiiiderstazat fLieat,Mr. Doney that these-files are 

stored in multi*parti4ach that, When a compnter:is 'forensically analyed,-eitch part 

or fragment of such a dOcUment will register as a separate "hit's: When the doeuMents 

are produced for manual review, they are produCed'esaitigleteadable item s, and not as 

individual fOginentS: 
 

1-4.. 	Other than the Possibility of mechanical error, which we have no basis to believe at 

this stage was an issue. in ie forensic imaging or in the automated-  search and production 
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Explain the variance between the total number of hits resulting fronithe 

Anitial search terms related to Mobilicity, and the number of total documents 

Produced for our review.  

- In the case of "MOBILICITY", the initial hit count was 765;lmately, after de- . 	• 

duplication, .there were zero unignedocuments provided responsive solely 	4 search  

SdbeSnot include email items. 

16. 	The same four reasons I have described m paragraph 1 ,.ahove, are applicable to this 

instance. I asked Mr. Doney, in assisting my understanding of the technical reaSons for the 

divergence, to confirm specificallyht the caseof MObilicity that these factors accounted for it, 


